CONFIDENTLY TACKLE REPAIRS.

Gain access to the world’s largest parts cross-reference, up-to-date labor times, wiring diagrams, and step-by-step service guides for vehicle classes 1-8. With Fullbay, you get unlimited users and no annual commitment.

LABOR TIME GUIDES GIVE YOUR SHOP

- Accurate estimates for labor times for class 1-8 vehicles
- Transparency into when labor time begins for a specific task
- Ability to search by a unit’s year, make, model, and engine
- Thousands of updates each month to maintain industry standards

PARTS CROSS-REFERENCE GIVES YOUR SHOP

- Search across millions of cross-reference parts
- View images of the part you searched for
- Parts interchange updated monthly

TRUCK SERVICE GUIDE GIVES YOUR SHOP

- Step-by-step diagnostic tests and repair procedures
- Access visual guides including wiring diagrams
- Heavy-duty inspection troubleshooting guides
**AUTO LABOR AND SERVICE GUIDE GIVES YOUR SHOP**

- ✔️ The same great things in the Truck Service Guide, but for class 1-3 vehicles
- ✔️ Automatic VIN routing from Fullbay into the Auto Labor and Service Guide

**WHAT IS THE IMPACT ON YOUR SHOP?**

- ✔️ Faster labor time estimation
- ✔️ A whole new world of parts cross-reference capabilities
- ✔️ Satisfy your customers with hyper-accurate job estimates
- ✔️ Defensive labor hours backed up by the industry standard
- ✔️ Empower technicians to earn more for their families and the shop

**HOW TO GET STARTED**

**STEP 1**
Toggle Fullbay Connect on

**STEP 2**
Once Fullbay Connect is live, toggle MOTOR on

**STEP 3**
“MOTOR Driven” buttons will be located throughout Fullbay in relevant areas

_**Ex: parts cross-reference is located within parts inventory**_

* If you already have a FleetCross membership, great news! Please contact your onboarding or support rep for discounted pricing.

**HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?**

- **LABOR TIME GUIDE (CLASS 1-3)**
  - 🔄 49 $/shop

- **LABOR TIME GUIDE (CLASS 4-8)**
  - 🔄 49 $/shop

- **PARTS CROSS-REFERENCE**
  - 🔄 169 $/shop

- **TRUCK SERVICE GUIDE**
  - 🔄 99 $/shop

- **AUTO LABOR & SERVICE GUIDE**
  - 🔄 79 $/shop

_Fullbay is a heavy-duty repair shop management platform_ that enables shops to receive repair requests, invoice customers, and everything in-between. With Fullbay, owners and employees get into the shop, get their work done, and get back to their friends and families.